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Outline



 Wifi free zones (no passwords required): aerorest, aeroklub Wifi free zones (no passwords required): aerorest, aeroklub 
hangarhangar

 Wifi zones free  (password required )Wifi zones free  (password required )
    “    “airfield1” and “airfield2” :      name: air    password: portairfield1” and “airfield2” :      name: air    password: port

 Tow fees:Tow fees:
          -  640 m AGL    30 Euros-  640 m AGL    30 Euros
          -  700 m AGL    35 Euros-  700 m AGL    35 Euros
          -  800 m AGL    40 Euros-  800 m AGL    40 Euros
          -  900 m AGL    45 Euros  -  900 m AGL    45 Euros  
          -  1000 m AGL   50 Euros-  1000 m AGL   50 Euros

      
        

General Information



 There will 8 Qualifying GP during the 2012-2013 SeriesThere will 8 Qualifying GP during the 2012-2013 Series
 6 already took place.  This is the seventh6 already took place.  This is the seventh
 List of Pilots who qualified  so far (List of Pilots who qualified  so far (www.sgp.aerowww.sgp.aero ) )
 At this QGP there will be 3 pilot qualifiedAt this QGP there will be 3 pilot qualified
 The final will take place in Sisteron (France) in May 2014The final will take place in Sisteron (France) in May 2014

Rules for qualification

http://www.sgp.aero/


 Location of  the grid (220 or 040) will be announced at 9 am Location of  the grid (220 or 040) will be announced at 9 am 
 4x 5 rows. Position in the row does not matter4x 5 rows. Position in the row does not matter
 Rows will be drawn by lotsRows will be drawn by lots
 Grid order shall advance by one row after every valid raceGrid order shall advance by one row after every valid race
 The grid order shall be displayed every morning on the The grid order shall be displayed every morning on the 

official board (briefing hangar door)official board (briefing hangar door)
 Gliders must be  weighted every day in tow out configurationGliders must be  weighted every day in tow out configuration
 The wheigh bridge will be located on the way to the gridThe wheigh bridge will be located on the way to the grid
 All gliders must be gridded before the briefingAll gliders must be gridded before the briefing

Gridding and weighing



 6 tow planes (Dynamics!)6 tow planes (Dynamics!)
 Radio Frequency : 123.475 MHz Radio Frequency : 123.475 MHz 
 Release area ”behind” the start lineRelease area ”behind” the start line
 Max tow altitude 900m AMSL (640M AGL) .  If the pilot Max tow altitude 900m AMSL (640M AGL) .  If the pilot 

does not release the tow pilot  will rock the wingsdoes not release the tow pilot  will rock the wings
 Pull ups before releasing are prohibitedPull ups before releasing are prohibited
 If a glider can not stay airborne he may be re launched  If a glider can not stay airborne he may be re launched  

provided he landed within the boundaries of the airfieldprovided he landed within the boundaries of the airfield
 He has the choice between:He has the choice between:
        - being re launched immediately (standard  launch)- being re launched immediately (standard  launch)
        - or being re launched after the opening of the start line and - or being re launched after the opening of the start line and 
            be released behind the line at the start altitude be released behind the line at the start altitude 

Launch procedure



Launch procedure (continued)



Launch procedure (continued)



Launch procedure (continued)



 Motorgliders may self launch (same release area and max Motorgliders may self launch (same release area and max 
altitude)altitude)

 Turbos shall test their engine on the first day (not in the Turbos shall test their engine on the first day (not in the 
release area and for not longer than 30s !)release area and for not longer than 30s !)

 If a self launcher or a turbo cannot stay airborne before the If a self launcher or a turbo cannot stay airborne before the 
opening of the start line he is not allowed to use the engine opening of the start line he is not allowed to use the engine 
and has to land back (non compliance shall be considered as and has to land back (non compliance shall be considered as 
an outlanding) an outlanding) 

Launch procedure for motorgliders



 The start line will not opened less than 30 minutes after the The start line will not opened less than 30 minutes after the 
take off of the last glider to be launched  take off of the last glider to be launched  

 The start time will be announced on 122.60 MHz at least 15 The start time will be announced on 122.60 MHz at least 15 
minutes before the opening (See the standard messages minutes before the opening (See the standard messages 
which will be sent during the count down in the rules )which will be sent during the count down in the rules )

 During the last 5 minutes before the opening of the start During the last 5 minutes before the opening of the start 
line circling to the right is prohibitedline circling to the right is prohibited

 The glider must be behind the (extended) 5km start line The glider must be behind the (extended) 5km start line 
during the last minuteduring the last minute

 The gliders have to start below the max altitude for the The gliders have to start below the max altitude for the 
start and below the max speed ( 170 km/h ground speed)start and below the max speed ( 170 km/h ground speed)

Start Procedure



 After the launch time has been announced the launch may no After the launch time has been announced the launch may no 
longer be delayed or cancelled (except if it is too dangerous longer be delayed or cancelled (except if it is too dangerous 
or if more than half of the pilots have landed back before or if more than half of the pilots have landed back before 
the opening of the line). the opening of the line). 

 Attempts to restart are prohibited (crossing the line in the Attempts to restart are prohibited (crossing the line in the 
direction opposite to the start after the opening of the line direction opposite to the start after the opening of the line 
is extremely dangerous)is extremely dangerous)

Start Procedure (continued)



 Stay on the safety frequency 122.60 MHz Stay on the safety frequency 122.60 MHz 

 Do not fly aggressively !Do not fly aggressively !

In Flight Procedure



 Announce their arrival on frequency 122.60 MHz ( Contest Announce their arrival on frequency 122.60 MHz ( Contest 
ID 10k )ID 10k )

 Reporting points:Reporting points:
        - Laskar from arrival from the SW - Laskar from arrival from the SW 
        - Kuty for arrival from the NE- Kuty for arrival from the NE
 Finish line:  500m  line on the middle of the airfield (marked Finish line:  500m  line on the middle of the airfield (marked 

on ground)on ground)
 Finish altitude limit Finish altitude limit from the reporting pointfrom the reporting point    to the finish to the finish 

lineline: 360 m AMSL (100 m AGL)  : 360 m AMSL (100 m AGL)  
 Penalty for non compliance 3s/m (no warning for the first Penalty for non compliance 3s/m (no warning for the first 

offence!)offence!)
 Finish altitude measured on the flight log by setting the Finish altitude measured on the flight log by setting the 

baseline before take off to 260 mbaseline before take off to 260 m
 This measurement is tricky. Be careful take your margin!This measurement is tricky. Be careful take your margin!

**

Finish Procedure



Landing procedure



Landing procedure



 Bring  as soon as possible  a USM memory stick or an SD Bring  as soon as possible  a USM memory stick or an SD 
card  to the scoring office or send your IGC file to the card  to the scoring office or send your IGC file to the 
soring soring gabriela.belakova@gmail.comgabriela.belakova@gmail.com (Preferred solution!) (Preferred solution!)

 If you outland send an SMS to the organiser ( +421 908 706 If you outland send an SMS to the organiser ( +421 908 706 
340)  with GPS  position, status of the pilot and of the glider 340)  with GPS  position, status of the pilot and of the glider 

 A short prize giving ceremony shall be organized as soon all A short prize giving ceremony shall be organized as soon all 
gliders have landed gliders have landed 

After landing

mailto:gabriela.belakova@gmail.com


                                                      FLY SAFELY  !FLY SAFELY  !

          Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention

                            Any questions  ?Any questions  ?
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